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ABSTRACT 

By the passage of time , there are many searching algorithm and data structure evolved to make 

basic operations more efficient with respect to time and space complexity like storing, searching, 

deleting the data and they play very important role in real-world applications. Based on 

mechanism of searching, Searching algorithm can be classified into three types of algorithm: 

linear, binary, hashing, but excluding these, there are many searching techniques proposed by 

many researchers. The aim of all these proposed searching technique is to optimize the time 

complexity of searching operation generally compared to Binary Search, which have average and 

worst case time complexity of log(n), where n is number of elements. 

This paper proposes a noble searching algorithm that works for sorted array data structure and 

performs better in most of the cases than that of binary search. The proposed searching 

Technique will either find index of target element or  find a small space within array space by 

using statistical operation, and then binary search will be applied to that small space, thus it will 

reduce the overall time complexity. This paper briefly discusses, proposed algorithm and it‟s 

time complexity and comparing the efficiency of the algorithm with some of the well-known 

other algorithms, using graphs and tables and its practical applications. We will analyze the 

behavior of algorithm in different parameters like:-size of input data, Nature of elements in list, 

Different Case Scenario (worst, best, and avg. case) etc. 

 

Keywords: Search optimization, Noble Searching Technique, Complexity Analysis, Double 

Engine Searching Algorithm. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 Searching Operation aim is to search and retrieve data or information from the large set of 

data‟s stored in memory. Data or information is a value or set of values, assign to a variable, 

and satisfying specific constraint. Selection of searching algorithm depends on the type of 

Data Structure, that is used to handle the data and also on type of data being searched. 

Data‟s can be arranged in sorted as well as unsorted manner, which also affect the selection 

of searching algorithm. The variation in performance of algorithm is impacted by size of list 

and nature of elements in the list. 

Searching operation is widely used in almost everywhere in computer related field. Each 

system and application software (mobile app, web app, desktop app ETC) uses searching 

operation for their working .In database, searching is performed based on query. Social 

media sites uses searching operation for finding peoples, E-commerce platform uses it for 

finding products, Search Engines(Chrome, M.S Edge) uses searching to find results 

according to query mentioned by users, Railway software uses it for finding train related 

information etc. So In our daily life we perform searching in different platforms for different 

works. 

There are various types of searching algorithm available, which can be used to search an 

element from the list of elements. They usually return the Boolean values true/false 

representing success/failure status. All searching algorithm follows certain mechanism and 

based on that, they are classified, but normally they are classified as traditional searching 

algorithm and proposed searching algorithm. 

The algorithms which are used frequently in real world application come under traditional 

algorithms e.g. linear search [1,2], Binary search [1,2], and Uniform Binary search [2]. 

 

The algorithms which have been recently invented by the researchers will come under the 

proposed algorithm. For e.g. - Quadratic search [4], ASH Search: Binary Search 

optimization [9] etc.  

 

The proposed algorithm works on sorted list of elements like binary search. The binary 

search[1,2] working mechanism follows comparing the target element with middle element 

of search space, and divides the space into halves in each iteration until it finds the target 

element. Proposed algorithm will Either find  index in which searched element present by 

using statistical operation or it will find a small space in which the searched element resides 

by statistical operation, and then we will apply binary search in that space, to find the index 

where searched element present. 

Exponential searching algorithm[5,6] also works in the similar concept, first it will find a 

sub-array space in which searched element resides in, then binary search will perform on 

that, to find the index of searched element, but there are some differences between the 

proposed and exponential searching algorithm, which makes proposed algorithm better than 

the exponential search as mentioned below:- 

(1.) Exponential searching algorithm, uses 2^k exponential function to find the space in 

which target element resides, but proposed algorithm uses statistical operation to 

reach the space in which the element resides, so proposed algorithm takes less time to 

reach the space. 

(2.) Exponential search find sub-array in which element resides, and the size of sub-array 

increases exponentially, that‟s why if the difference between searched element index 
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and starting index will increases, then sub-array size in which element resides will 

also increases, that‟s why binary search takes more time to search in larger sub-array, 

but proposed algorithm try find the small space in which element resides, irrespective 

of position of searched element in the array, so here binary search will takes less time 

due to small size. 

 

 

As already mentioned above, proposed algorithm either finds the index of searched 

element or it will find a small size sub-array, in which the element resides and then 

we will apply binary search in that sub-array using statistical operation. ASH Search 

[9] also uses statistical operation to search the target element, but due to difference 

between statistical operation and searching mechanism of the proposed algorithm and 

ASH search, and Interpolation search[8], and also proposed algorithm also have a 

functionality of binary search , It has some advantages over ASH Search. 

We will discuss the pros and cons of proposed algorithm, mainly over ASH Search 

and Interpolation Search, because they works based on statistical operation for 

searching the element. 

 
2.0 Related Work 

 

Linear Search [1,2] is used when the data arranged in unsorted manner in the list. It 

will start checking the element from starting, and will keep comparing the elements 

one by one with the target element until it, finds the element. The avg. and worst case 

complexity of linear search is O (n). 

 
Binary search [1,2] is used when the data arranged in sorted manner in the list. 

Repeatedly, it targets the middle element of search space and compare its value to the 

target element, until the value matched in each iteration. The avg. and worst case time 

complexity of binary search algorithm is O (log (n)). 

 
Uniform Binary search [2], invented by Donald Knuth, is an optimization of Binary 

search, and quite similar to binary search, the only difference is, it create lookup table 

for an array which is used to modify the index of the pointer in the array which makes 

the search faster. It maintains an index which is modified using the lookup table. This 

method is faster in those cases where it is inefficient to calculate the middle point e.g. 

- Digital Computer [10] 

 
Fractional Cascading [3] is a searching Technique, in which sorted array divides into 

multiple sorted array and search each array separately. It was introduces by Chazelle 

and Guibas in 1986.Seaching Each array separately needs O(m log(n)) times(where m 

is the number of divided arrays) but It search any element in O(m+log(n)) times, due 

to storing of some specific information about each elements and its position of each 

array in other arrays. Thus, it requires some more space to compute the index. It‟s 

application- It is used in computational geometry problem and data mining. 
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Quadratic search [4] is an algorithm, introduced by Praveen Kumar in 2013.It targets 

middle, 1/4
th

 and 3/4
th

 element, and compares with the target element. Now if the 

target element is any of them, then it will immediately returns that element otherwise 

it reduce the search space after checking many cases. Worst case time complexity of 

this algorithm is O (log (n/2)). It performs quite well compared to binary search but it 

is very costly, this is a disadvantage of this algorithm. For Index calculation and 

reduction of space search, it checks many conditions. If there are very huge no. of 

elements are there in the array, then this algorithm will perform many index 

calculations and checks many conditions. In average case it takes O (log (n/2)) time. 

 

Exponential search [5-6] (Double or galloping search) is an algorithm applied on 

sorted, unbounded/infinite list, introduced by Jon Bentley and Andrew Chi-Chih Yao 

in 1976. It is implemented by numerous methods; most common one is to determine a 

range that the search key resides in and performing a binary search within that range. 

It takes O (log (i)) where “i” is the position of the search key in the list, if the search 

key is in list, or the position where the search key should be, if the search key is not in 

the list. It is an improvement over binary search only in the case when target element 

present nears the beginning of the array. 

Exponential search start with sub-array of size 1, and compares the value of largest 

element of sub-array with searched element, then it will try same for sub-array of size 

2, then it will try for size 4, and keeps increasing the size of sub-array in the exponent 

of 2, until last element of sub-array is not greater than searched value.   

 

Fibonacci Search [7] is a comparison based searching algorithm, that uses Fibonacci 

numbers to search an element in an sorted array .It divides array into unequal parts, 

and examine relatively closer elements in subsequent steps. It is very helpful when 

input array is very big in memory size that not fit in C.P.U Cache or even in RAM. 

Time complexity of this algorithm is O (log (n)). 

 

Interpolation search [8] is an improvement over binary search for instances, where 

values are uniformly distributed in sorted way. Now Binary search always check for 

middle element, but interpolation search may go to different position according to the 

value of the key being searched. For e.g. - If the value of key is closer to last element, 

searching will start from the last element and vice-versa. Time complexity in average 

case is O(log(log(n)) , but in worst case(when elements are arranged exponentially) It 

may take O(n) time. 

 
ASH Search[9] (Binary search optimization)- This algorithm is  based on statistical 

operations, first finds the average between the elements of list(starting index sets to 0, 

and end index set to n-1), based on this it estimates the position of target element, by 

taking difference between target and starting and dividing it by average variation, if 

it‟s not matched , then it will update the value of starting and end index and based on 

that value it will again calculates the average variation in that space and again 

estimate the position of target element. This process repeats until the target element 

founds.  
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This algorithm performs quite well, but based on nature of distribution of elements; in 

some cases it will take so much iteration and operation requirement to search the 

element. In the worst case it will take more time than worst case complexity of binary 

search, but in most of the practical cases this algorithm performs much better than 

binary search. 

 
Similarly there are many other searching algorithms that works for sorted array and 

each have its own advantages and disadvantages. E. g- Quantum search[11], Noisy 

Binary Search[12,13] etc. 

 
    3.0   Proposed Work 

 

This section will explain the proposed algorithm in details in the mentioned sub-

sections, so that the gist of the algorithm can be explained in details. The Sub-sections 

are – Theory of algorithm, Flowchart of algorithm, Algorithm, Working with 

examples, Complexity Analysis and Block Diagram of algorithm. 

 
3.1 Theory of algorithm 

 

This section discusses, theoretical aspect of algorithm, what is the algorithm, working of 

algorithm, Mathematical concepts involved in this algorithm etc. As mentioned 

previously, this algorithm and all the above mentioned proposed algorithm works for 

sorted list of elements. 

The proposed searching algorithm takes two things as a parameter- (1.) Sorted list of 

elements. (2.) Searched element value. Before understanding the algorithm, we have to 

first familiar with a statistical term mentioned below:- 

Average Shift between the elements in the dataset ( or Avg. variation between the 

elements in the dataset) - It represents , average difference between the consecutive  

elements of dataset, and calculated by taking difference between the highest and lowest 

value of the dataset and then divide it by subtracting one from the total no. of elements 

present in the dataset. In this paper we will represent it by using “shift”. 

 

Mathematically, S (shift) = (highest value-lowest value)/ (n-1)    - (Eq.1)  

 
S<-Average shift (or avg. Variation between the elements in the array). 

n<-Total no. of elements in the dataset. 

For array “arr” of size n: 

S (shift) = (arr [n-1]-arr [0])/ (n-1). 

Now we are ready to understand the algorithm. 

The proposed algorithm either find index of target element or it find the small size sub-

array within array by using statistical operation. After finding sub-array, we can apply 

binary search to search the element. We are representing the starting and last index of 

sub-array by variable “a” and “b” respectively. 
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Discussing the algorithm stepwise: 

Step-1 Like any other algorithm, It will read the array, target element and size of array 

represented by “arr”, “t”, and “n” respectively. 

Step-2 We will find avg. variation between the elements of array “arr”, using formula 

discussed in Eq (1). 

      Shift= (arr [n-1]-arr [0])/ (n-1). 

Step.3- After calculating shift, we will find reference index, from where we will find 

either index of target element or value of “a” and “b” in every iteration, represented by 

“r”. It is either equal to 0 or n-1, based on following condition. 

If ((arr [(n-1)/2]) <=t)    true-> r<-0. 
Else: r<-n-1. 

Step.4- After finding reference index r, we will calculate the value of “j”.  “j” variable is 

used to find position of a and b, using statistical operation, and initially its value get 

initialized by:-  

j= (t-arr[r])/ (shift) +r. 

The initialized value of “j” represents where should be target element present in the ideal 

condition. 

Ideal Condition- In this, elements of the list is equally or nearly equally distributed, so the 

difference between any two consecutive elements in the list is equal to avg. variation (or 

shift) of the list, so if elements will present in ideal condition, an element whose value is 

“p”, we can find its index (“i”) from any index let say x, using i= ((p-arr[x])/shift) +x. So 

if elements will present in ideal condition, then arr[j] ==t will satisfy and we can find the 

target element directly, but in real scenario three Cases possible:- 

Case.1- arr[j] == t, in this case we will return the value j, and display it as our output. This 

shows elements between index r and j present in the ideal case. 

Case.2- if (arr[j] < t), In this case j lies left to the index where t will be present, so in this 

we will assign j value to a. After assigning vale to a, our goal is to find the value of b, so 

that we can apply binary search, how we can do the procedure is discussed below: 

Further there are two more cases possible in Case.2, named Case.a and Case.b. 

Case.a - If r=0. 

In this case, now j lies left to the index of t, it means the avg. variation between elements 

from index 0 (r) and j is higher than the avg. variation of elements in the list. So, again 

we have to calculate the new value of shift and based on that we can find the index of b.  

Shift= (arr[j]-arr [0])/ (j-0),  

Now we are interested in value of b, so based on the value of new shift, we will add one 

to the predicted index of t based on value of new shift, and we will store this value in 

variable “l”. 

l= (t-arr [0])/shift+1. 

Now, if l==a, we will increment the value by one, l <- (l+1). 

    After finding the value of l, now there are three cases possible let say case.x, case.y, and   

case.z discussed below: 

Case.x- arr[l] ==t; return the value of l, 

Case.y- arr[l] <t, then we will update the value a and j by l, and again try to find the value 

of b in next iteration using same way: 

Shift= (arr[j]-arr [0])/ (j-0), and l= (t-arr [0] +shift)/shift; 

Now if l==a, l<-(l+1). 
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Again we will check three cases and do the same thing, until anyone of Case.x or Case.z 

will satisfy. 

 

Case.z- arr[l]>t, then we will assign the value of l to b, and apply binary search to find the 

index of target element. 

Temp=binary_search (arr, a, b, t);  

Return temp. 

 

Case.b- If (r == (n-1)). 

 

Here we will also follow the same procedure used in case a, only difference will be value 

of shift and variable l will be calculated based on reference index n-1. 

In this case, shift= (arr[j]-arr [n-1])/ (n-1-j). 

 And l= (n-1)-((t-arr [n-1]-shift)/shift). 

From Fig.1, shown below, we can understand the Case.2 in a better way. 

 

                     Fig.1 Diagrammatic Representation of Working of Algorithm in Case.2 
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            Case.3 - If (arr[j]>t). 

In this case j lies left to the index where t will be present, so in this we will assign j value 

to b. After assign j value to b, our goal is to find the value of a, so that we can apply 

binary search, how we can do the procedure is discussed below: 

Further there are two cases possible in case 3: 

 

Case.a- If(r==0)-In this case, now j lies right to the index of t, it means the avg. variation 

elements between 0 (r) and j is less than the avg. variation of elements in the list. So, 

again we have to calculate the new value of shift and based on that we can find the index 

of a.  

 

Shift= (arr[j]-arr [0])/ (j-0),  

Now we are interested in value of a, so based on the value of new shift, we will subtract 

one to the predicted index of t based on value of new shift, and we will store this value in 

variable l. 

 

l= (t-arr [0]-shift)/shift. 

Now, if l==a, we will decrement the value by 1, l<- (l-1). 

 

Here also there are, three cases possible, let say case x, y and z like previous case 

discussed below: 

Case.x- (arr[l] ==t); return the value of l, 

 Case.y - arr[l] <t, then we will assign the value of l to a, and apply binary search to find 

the index of target element. 

Temp=binary_search (arr, a, b, t); return temp. 

Case.z- arr[l]>t, then we will update the value b and j by l, and again try to find the value 

of a in next iteration using same way: 

Shift= (arr[j]-arr [0])/ (j-0), and l= (t-arr [0]-shift)/shift; 

Now if l==a, l<-(l-1). 

 

Again we will check three cases and do the same thing, until Case.x or Case.y will 

satisfy. 

Case.b-If (r ==n-1):- 

Here we will also follow the same procedure used in Case a, only difference will be value 

of shift and variable l will be calculated based on reference index n-1. 

In this case, shift= (arr[j]-arr [n-1])/ (n-1-j). 

 And l= (n-1)-((t-arr [n-1] +shift)/shift). 

We can understand the Case.3 from the Fig.2 shown below 
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                   Fig.2 Diagrammatic Representation of Working of Algorithm in Case.3                 
 

The proposed algorithm uses both statistical operation and binary search concept to find 

the target element, that‟s why we can name this algorithm as “Double-Engine Searching 

Algorithm” in short we can call it “DE Searching Algorithm”, defined as one of the 

keyword. 

 

3.2 Flowchart OF Searching Mechanism. 

            In this section, we represented the searching mechanism of proposed algorithm using 

flowchart, so that we can get Proper understanding regarding algorithm, from 

programming point of view. 
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       Description of variables and terms used in flowchart and algorithm 

           arr: It represents the sorted list of elements, to which proposed algorithm applied. 

            t: It is the target element (or searched element). 

 

n=size of list. 

 

shift: initialize by avg. variation of list elements, changes its value in every iteration, to 

find target element. 

 

r: It is reference point from where we find index of target element using shift. Value, 

value either equals to 0 or n-1. 

 

            j=use to find shift value in every iteration by formula. 

 

a: it represents starting index of space in which binary search applied. 

 

b: represents the last index of space in which binary search get applied. 

 

l: declared in every conditional block, used to find value of a, b or index of t. 

 

m and d: these variables also created locally in conditional block, used to execute logic of 

algorithm. “m” is used for looping condition, and “d” is used for verifying binary search 

condition. 

 

binary_search (arr, a, b, t) - Since proposed algorithm uses binary search, so this term 

represents the function call. “a” and “b” passed as a parameter showing indexes in which 

binary search to be applied.  

 

 

       ( Note- All the terms and variables , which we described above for understanding the 

flowchart of algorithm, the same terms and variables we can use to understand the 

algorithmic steps) 

 

 

The following Fig.3 shows the flowchart of the algorithm 
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                                              Fig.3 Flowchart of algorithm 

 

  Note- 1. Due to large size of figure, the content of figure is being presented in two 

different pages, so that visibility could be clear. 

               2. To make diagram neat and clear, we didn‟t write true and false in the arrow 

passing from conditional block. The block which is connected to the left arrow of 

conditional block will apply, if condition gets true otherwise the block which is 

connected to conditional block not by left arrow will implement. 

3. In the flowchart, variable “j” initialized by ((t-arr[r])/shift+r), due to editing it 

is not well written. 
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3.3 ALGORITHM 

 

Steps of algorithm described below:- 

Step 1: Start 

Step 2: Read the sorted array, target element and size of array represented by arr, t, and n 

respectively. 

Step 3: Declare the variables shift, j, r, a, b. 

Step 4: set shift<-(arr [n-1]-arr [0])/ (n-1). 

Step 5: Check (t<=arr [(n-1)/2]), if true, set r=0. 

                         Else set r= (n-1). 

Step 6: set j<-((t-arr[f])/shift) + r. 

Step 7: Check if arr[j] ==t, return and Display, „j‟ as an output, otherwise go to step 8. 

Step 8: Check if arr[t] <t, set a<-j, and go to step 9, otherwise go to step 23. 

Step 9: Check if r==0, go to step 10, otherwise go to step 17. 

          Step 10: create variable m, d, and l and set their values to zero, m<-0, d<-0, and l<-0. 

Step 11: while (m==0), if true go to step 12, else go to step 16. 

Step 12: Declare variable c and Initialize c<-(arr[j]-arr [0]). 

Step 13: check if(c==0), true set l=1, otherwise set Shift<-c/j, l<-(t-arr [0] +shift)/ (shift). 

Step 14: Check (l==a), if true set l<-l+1. 

Step 15: check if (arr[l] <-t), if true return l, set m<-1, d<-1, go to step 11. 

             Else if (arr[l] <t), if true, set a<-l, j<-l, go to step 11. 

              Else- set b= j, m<-1, go to step 11.  

Step 16: check if (d==0), if true create a variable temp, set temp<-binary_serach (arr, a, b, 

t); return temp. 

Step 17: Declare variable m, d, and l and set their values to zero, m<-0, d<-0, and l<-0. 
Step 18: while (m==0), if true go to step 19, otherwise go to step 22. 

Step 19: set shift<-(arr[j]-arr [n-1])/ (n-1-j), l<-(n-1)-(t-arr [n-1]-shift)/shift. 

Step 20: Check (l==a), if true set l<-l+1, else go to step 21. 

Step 21: Check (arr[l] ==t), if true return j, m<-1, d<-1, go to step 18. 

                      Else if set a<-l, j <-l, go to step 18. 

                        Else set b<-l, m<-1, go to step 18. 

Step 22: check (d==0), if true, create a variable temp, set temp<-binary_serach (arr, a, b, 

t), return temp, go to step  

Step 23: Set b<-j, got to step 24. 

Step 24: check (r==0), if true go to step 25, otherwise go to step 31. 

Step 25: create variable m, d, and l and initialize their values to zero. Set m<-0, d<-0, and 
l<-0. 
Step 26: while (m==0), if true go to step 27, otherwise go to step 30. 

Step 27: set shift<-(arr[j]-arr [0])/j, l<-(t-arr [0]-shift)/shift. 

Step 28: check (l==b), if true l<-(l-1). 

Step 29: Check (arr[l] ==t), if true return l, m<-1, d<-1, go to step 

                     Else if (arr[l] <t), set a<-l, n<-1, go to step 

                      Else, set b<-l, j<-l, go to step  

Step 30: If (d==0), create variable temp and set<-binary_search (arr, a, b, t); 
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Return temp. 

Step.31: Create variables m, d, and l and initialize their values by zero, m<-0, d<-0, and l<-
0. 
Step32: while (m==0), go to step 33 otherwise go to step 36.  

Step.33: Create a variable c and set c<-(arr[j]-arr [n-1]). 

Step.34: check(c==0), if true set l<-(l-2). 

Step 35: check (arr[l] ==t), If true return l, m<-1, d<-1, go to step 32. 

                    Else if (arr[l] <t), set a<-l, m<-1, go to step 32. 

                      Else, set b<-l, j<-l, go to step 32. 

Step 36: Check (d==0), If true create a variable temp and set temp<-binary_serach (arr, a, 

b, t), return temp. 

Step 37: End. 

         

    3.4 Working of Algorithm using Examples. 

 

In this section, we will take some array space as an input, and will show working of 

algorithm step-wise. 

 

Input arr-> [20, 28, 36, 55, 59, 63, 67, 69, 87, 96, 121, 150, 152, 156, 160, 165, 173, 182, 

194, 198, 205, 209, 218, 223, 229, 237, 241, 247, 254, 264]. 

 

Example.1- When Searched element (T) – 209. 

n=30. 

Step.1 -Find shift value.  

Shift= (arr [30]-arr [0])/ (30-1) =8.41. (According to step.4) 

Step.2 - Now |209-264| <|209-20|, so reference point r=n-1=> r=29. (According to step.5) 

Step.3 - j= ((t-arr[f])/shift) +f= (209-264)/8.41+29=23. (According to step.6) 

Check if arr[j] ==209, 

Step.4-Now arr[j] =223, not equal to 209 and arr[j]>t, so assign b=j 
=>b=j=23.  (According to step.23) 

Step.5-Now r=29, so create variables l, m, d and initialize it with zero=> l<-0, m<-0, and 
d<-0.  (According to step.31) 

Step.6- While (m==0) true, proceed to the iteration: -   (according to step.32) 

Iteration.1- c= (223-264) = (-41). 

Shift= (-41)/ (29-23) = (-6). 

l=29-(209-264+ (-6))/ (-6) =19. 

a=l=19, and m=1(looping condition fails). 

Step.7- temp=binary_search (arr, 19, 23,209)   (according to step.36) 

 Temp=21, and no of iterations performed by binary search for a=19, and b=23 to 

search the element 209 present at index 21 will be 1. 

So Total no. of iteration required=2. 

 

    Example.2- When target element t=96. 

   Step.1- Find the shift value: 

     Shift= (arr [30]-arr [0])/ (30-1) =8.41.  (According to step.4) 

   Step.2 - Now |209-264| >|209-20|, so reference point r=0. (According to step.5) 
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    Step.3 -j= (t-arr[r])/shift) +r = (96-20)/8.41+0=9. (According to step.6) 

        Check (arr[j] ==t) or not,  

   Now arr [9] ==96==t. so output will be 9. (According to step.7) 

No. of iteration required =0. 

  Example.3- When target element t=247. 

   Step.1- Find the shift value: 

     Shift= (arr [30]-arr [0])/ (30-1) =8.41.  (According to step.4) 

   Step.2 - Now |209-264| <|209-20|, so reference point r=n-1=> r=29.  (According to step.5) 

   Step.3 -j= ((t-arr[r])/shift) +r = (247-264)/8.41+29=27.  (According to step.6) 

Check if arr[j] ==247. 

 Now, arr[j] ==247==t, so 27 will be our output.  (According to step.7) 

No of iteration required=0. 

 

No. of iteration required by all the elements for the given array, equals-> {0, 1, 2, 1, 0, 1, 

2, 1, 0, 0, 2, 3, 2, 2, 1, 4, 2, 2, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0}. 

 
    3.5 Complexity Analysis of algorithm. 

Time Complexity- The proposed searching algorithm, either find the index of searched 

element or it find the small space in which elements resides by using statistical operation 

and then apply binary search. So, that‟s why time complexity of this algorithm 

represented by the sum of two terms. One term represents the time to either find the index 

of searched element or to find the small space in which element searched element resides. 

Let “k” represents this term. Other term will represents the time of binary search which 

we are applying in the small size space. 

Mathematically, T(c) = k+ log (l), where l is size of reduced space. 

 “k” value will depend on nature of distribution of elements in the array space. If the 

elements distributed in the array equally, then in that case k value will be very small, but 

if elements will be distributed in a random and outlier way, then k value will be high, but 

still in most of the cases, value of (k+log (n/3)) will be very smaller as compared to log 

(n), which is the time complexity avg. and worst case time complexity of binary search. 

In the Experimental study we will compare the time complexity with some of the 

algorithm to make discuss the performance in a detail. The avg. case time complexity of 

the proposed algorithm is log (log (n)) discussed in Experimental study part. 

Space Complexity-  Like binary search, this algorithm will not create any extra space, 

just we will create some variables, so this algorithm will also have constant space 

complexity O(1), like binary search. 

 

    3.6 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF WORKING OF ALGORITHM. 

 

We can understand the working of proposed algorithm, using the block Diagram in a very 

easier and effective way. 

From logical point of view, there are mainly three things happening, to search any 

element by the proposed algorithm. So, we will divide the working procedure of the 

algorithm in three blocks. 
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(A.)  Initial Calculations performed by algorithm shown in Fig. 4 Representing 

Block.1. 

    
 

Fig.4 Diagrammatic Representation of Block.1 showing initial calculation required 

 
 

(B.) Iterations occurs to find either value of index or value of „a‟ and „b‟ by statistical 

operation shown in Fig.5  Representing Block.2. 

 
Fig.5 Diagrammatic Representation of Block.2, showing Looping Execution Part 
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(C.) Execution of binary search based on condition, shown in Fig.6  Representing 

Block.3. 

 

 
                     Fig.6 Diagrammatic Representation of Block.3, showing Binary Search Execution Part 
 

      4.0 Experimental Study 

 This section discuss the result of practical working of the algorithm, on the basis of 

some parameters, and comparing the efficiency of proposed algorithm with some other 

existing well-known algorithm using tables and graphs. The description of author laptop 

is shown below, which was used for the experimental purposes. 

Author Laptop Details shown in Table.1 

 

Model Vostro 15 3000 

Installed Ram 4.00GB 

Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i-3 7020U CPU @ 

2.30GHz 2.30GHz 

 

Table.1 Details of Author Laptop, which is used for experimental analysis. 

 

There are many ways to measure the efficiency of searching algorithm, like- how many 

iterations performed in order to the search the element, Total no. of operations 

performed to search the element, what is the execution time of algorithm, In avg. and 

worst case how much iterations take place etc. 
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The proposed algorithm uses the both statistical operation and binary search, so here we 

will take the list of elements based on the distribution of elements in the list. Based on 

the distribution of elements, three types of list are possible:- 

1. Nearly Equally Distributed Elements- In this type, the difference between, any 

consecutive elements is almost equal. So, in this case the difference between any two 

consecutive elements is almost equal to avg. variation of list. 

2. Randomly Distributed Elements- In this, the elements are distributed randomly. The 

difference between two consecutive elements can vary. It could be greater, smaller or 

nearly equal to the avg. variation of elements in the list. 

3. Outlier Distributed Elements- It is the combination of Type.1 and Type.2 distributions 

System. So we have some sub-arrays which will satisfy property of Type.1 and also some 

other sub-arrays which will satisfy the property of Type.2.   

For Each list type, we will analyze and compare the efficiency of algorithms based on the 

following two parameters.  

1. Based on no. of Iteration required, and  

2. Based on no. of Operation required. 

 

   CASE.1- FOR NEARLY EQUALLY DISTRIBUTED ELEMENTS. 

 

For small size arr = {21, 27, 35, 58, 59, 61, 67, 69, 86, 95, 120, 151, 152, 157, 160, 166, 

174, 181, 192, 197, 204, 209, 219, 225, 229, 236, 241, 248, 251, 263}, below showing 

iteration required by each element for proposed and binary search algorithm. 

For proposed search algorithm={ 0, 1, 2, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0, 0, 2, 3, 2, 2, 1, 4, 2, 2, 4, 2, 2, 2, 

2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0}. 

For Binary search algorithm ={ 4, 5, 3, 5, 4, 5, 2, 5, 4, 5, 3, 5, 4, 5, 1, 5, 4, 5, 3, 5, 4, 5, 2, 

5 ,4 ,5, 3, 5, 4, 5} 

 

 Taking array of size 150 elements- 

{2,4,7,9,12,14,16,18,21,24,26,29,33,34,35,37,40,42,45,48,51,53,55,57,60,62,65,67,69,70,

71,73,77,80,81,85,86,92,93,95,97,101,104,106,110,112,115,118,120,122,126,130,134,13

7,138,139,141,145,149,151,153,156,159,161,165,168,169,172,175,177,180,182,186,187,

189,192,195,197,198,200,203,205,207,209,212,213,214,218,220,221,225,226,228,230,23

1,232,236,242,244,247,249,252,254,257,259,262,264,267,269,271,274,277,279,281,283,

286,289,291,293,295,298,301,303,306,308,311,313,316,319,321,323,325,329,333,335,33

7,340,341,342,345,349,350,352,356,360,361,363,365}. 

 

We will show some imp some important result based on iteration shown in Table.2, but 

first we have to understand some terms used in the table discussed below:- 

 

 

 TS = Total number of searches which have been made in a test. 

 TI = Total iterations an algorithm takes to make all the searches. 

 MaxI = Maximum number of iterations an algorithm takes to make any search in a test.  

 AvgI = Average number of iterations an algorithm takes to make all the searches in a set 

of test. 
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Algorithm TS TI Maxl Avgl 

Binary 150 953 8 6 

Interpolation 150 223 2 1 

Proposed 150 205 2 1 

 

Table.2 Comparison of algorithms based on Iteration for nearly equally distributed elements. 

 

To calculate the approximate value of no. of operation, we will first find the total. no of 

iteration to search the element and multiply it by avg. operation takes in one iteration. In 

this, we consider all the arithmetic and assignment operation. 

For this case, we get some important result shown in the Table.3. 

            But first we have look for some important terms used in the Table.3 
                         

Algorithm Total. No of operation 
to search all the 
elements in the list. 

Avg. operation required 
in one iteration 

Max. no of operation in 
one iteration 

Binary search 2859 3 3 

Interpolation  1784 6 7 

Proposed Algorithm 1648 6 7 

Table.3 Comparison of algorithms based on no. of Operation required for Randomly Distributed 

Elements 

When it comes to no. of iteration and operation, if size of elements will increase, the 

proposed algorithm will performed much better as compared to binary and interpolation 

search. 

Case.2 For Randomly Distributed Elements:- 

Array used, arr = 

{12,19,27,59,97,280,336,364,378,492,492,540,545,570,675,709,756,795,846,886,925,1

087,1313,1393,1421,1434,1528,1530,1729,1873,2305,2353,2362,2399,2567,2651,2754

,2777,2862,2871,2902,3058,3069,3135,3317,3367,3368,3368,3426,3526,3584,3750,37

84,3865,3895,3926,3929,4022,4043,4067,4286,4324,4370,4421,4481,4567,4586,4683,

4729,4919,5011,5060,5123,5198,5211,5306,5368,5386,5403,5434,5732,5736,5771,578

2,5788,5857,6091,6124,6219,6226,6229,6327,6413,6429,6505,6601,6619,6649,6652,6

715,6808,6862,6915,6965,6996,7084,7178,7276,7281,7301,7373,7467,7539,7739,7763

,7793,7856,8031,8042,8094,8097,8117,8167,8270,8315,8335,8440,8444,8456,8537,85

86,8624,8690,8814,8829,8927,8980,9170,9172,9383,9441,9497,9503,9582,9676,9689,

9708,9802,9932,9956}; 

    Size of array (n) - 150. 

   Comparison based on Iteration, shown in Table.4. 

 

Algorithm TS TI Avgl Maxl 

Binary 150 953 8 6 

Interpolation 150 398 5 3 

Proposed 150 356 5 3 

 
Table.4 Comparison of algorithms based on Iterations required for Randomly Distributed 

Elements. 
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For the same array, Comparison of algorithm based on no. of operation shown in 
Table.5. 

Algorithm Total no. of 
operation required 
to search all the 
elements 

Avg. operation 
required for one 
iteration 

Max. no of 
operation required 
by one iteration 

Binary 2859 3 3 

Interpolation 2654 6 7 

Proposed 2497 6 8 

                         
Table.5 Comparison of algorithms based on operational requirement for Randomly   Distributed 

Elements. 

From Table.4 and Table.5, we concluded that In this case, The no. of iteration and total 

no. of operation required increases for the interpolation and proposed algorithm as 

compared to case.1, but for binary search there is no changes occurs comparing to case.1 

because binary search iteration didn‟t depend on nature of distribution of elements, It‟s 

Iteration only depend on size of array, while the iteration requirement of both 

interpolation and proposed algorithm depends on the size of array as well as nature of 

distribution of elements. 

However for this case, if we increase the size of array, then the iteration requirement for 

both interpolation and proposed algorithm will be very less as compared to binary search, 

same applies for total operational requirement. 

 

           Case.3 Outlier Distribution of elements. 

For this case study ,the array which we used given as: arr = 

{2,7,9,12,14,16,18,33,34,35,37,40,42,45,48,51,53,55,57,60,62,65,67,69,97,101,104,106,1

10,112,115,118,120,122,126,130,134,137,138,139,141,145,149,231,232,236,242,244,247

,249,252,254,257,259,262,264,267,269,271,274,277,279,281,283,286,289,291,293,295,2

98,301,303,306,308,311,313,316,319,336,364,378,492,492,540,545,570,675,709,756,795

,846,886,925,1087,1313,1393,1421,1434,1528,1530,2862,2871,2902,3058,3069,3135,33

17,3367,3368,3368,3426,3526,3584,3750,3784,3865,3895,3926,3929,4022,4043,4067,42

86,4324,4370,4421,4481,5857,6091,6124,6219,6226,6229,6327,6413,6429,6505,6601,66

19,6649,6652,6715,6808,6862,6915,6965,6996,7084,7178,9956}; 

Size of array=150. 

 

Comparison of algorithm based on iteration, shown in Table.6. 

    

Algorithm TS TI Avgl Maxl 

Binary 150 953 8 6 

Interpolation 150 63,053 - - 

Proposed 150 551 11 5 

 

Table.6 Comparison of algorithms based on Iterations for Outlier Distributed Elements. 
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Comparison based on Operation Requirement, shown in Table.7. 

 

Algorithms Total no. of 
operation required 
to search all the 
elements 

Avg. operation 
required for one 
iteration 

Max. no of 
operation required 
by one iteration 

Binary 2895 3 3 

Interpolation - 7 8 

Proposed 2556 7 8 

 

Table.7 Comparison of algorithms based on operational Requirements for Outlier Distributed 

Elements. 

 

From Table.6 and Table.7, we concluded that the iteration requirement in this case , for 

the interpolation is very high as compared to binary search and proposed algorithm. It is 

even higher than the linear search, but proposed algorithm works efficient in this case 

also compared to binary search. The efficiency of proposed algorithm will increase, if we 

increase the size of array compared to both binary and interpolation. 

 
5.0 COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS: 

Just like there are many ways to compare time complexity of the algorithm, like- for 

different case scenario, size of the list, nature of elements etc. In this case we will 

analysis the time complexity of proposed algorithm by many ways using graph. 

There are many asymptotic notion used to represent the time complexity of algorithm, 

these are Big-oh- Notation (for e.g., O (log (n)), Omega notation, theta notation etc, and 

they are represented by growth of function shown in graph. For e.g. big-oh notation for 

binary search is represented by O (log (n)).  

We will use big-oh notation to plot different graph, diagram 

 
Fig.7 Growth of Function vs. size of input graph using Big-oh-Notation 
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Comparison Graph Based on Different Case Scenario shown in Fig.8 

 

 
Fig.8 Diagram shows comparison between time complexity of binary search, Interpolation 

search, and proposed algorithm in different cases. 

 

              Comparison Graph Based on Distribution of Elements in list. 

 

Case.1 Graph for Nearly Equally Distributed Elements shown in Fig.9 

 
Fig.9 Comparison of time complexity of different algorithm, for Nearly Equally Distributed 

Elements 
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Case.2 Graph for Randomly Distributed Elements shown in Fig.10 

 

 
 

Fig.10 Comparison of time complexity of different algorithm, for Randomly Distributed 

Elements 

 

 

Case.3 Graph for Outlier Distributed Elements shown in Fig.11 

 
Fig.11 Comparison of time complexity of different algorithm, for Outlier Distributed Elements 
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From the graphical analysis, we can observe how mathematically time complexity of 

proposed algorithm varies relative to interpolation and binary search. 

 
6.0 Advantages and Disadvantages: 

 

In this section, we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed 

algorithm. 

 

6.1 ADVANTAGES: 

 

Proposed vs. Binary- From the experimental study and complexity analysis discussed 

above, it is clear that, Regardless of size of list and nature of distribution of elements in 

the list, the proposed algorithm performs much better compared to binary search. The 

Total Iterative and operational requirement to search the element is very less for proposed 

algorithm compared to binary search. 

 

Proposed vs. Interpolation- From the experimental study and complexity analysis 

discussed above, we can observe that proposed algorithm also performs better than the 

interpolation. Especially for outlier distribution of elements, the iterative and operation 

requirement of interpolation is very high, ever higher than the linear search, but even in 

outlier distribution of elements, the proposed algorithm performs better due to its 

effective mechanism to search the elements. 

Interpolation uses statistical operation to search the element, but proposed algorithm uses 

both statistical as well as binary search for searching the element. 

 

Proposed vs. ASH Search- Both ASH Search and Proposed algorithm performs better as 

compared to binary and interpolation search, but the main advantage of Proposed 

algorithm over ASH Search is that, Like interpolation search ASH Search performs 

statistical operation to search the element, but proposed algorithm performs both 

statistical as well as binary search in a small space. So, if elements are arranged in such a 

way that, to reach the index of target element requires higher statistical operation, in that 

case proposed algorithm will reach to the index using binary search in lesser iteration, so 

that‟s the advantage of proposed algorithm over ASH Search. 

 

6.2 DISADVANTAGES: 

 

From the above discussion we concluded that the proposed algorithm is very 

efficient as compared to binary and existing approaches in many cases, but it has 

some disadvantage discussed below:- 

(1.) In worst case it requires high iteration requirement, to find the starting and last 

index of reduced space in which, binary searched to be applied. This possibility 

occurs due to nature of elements in the list.  

(2.) Searching is only limited to numbers like ASH Search, for searching the string 

from the list of elements, first, an appropriate hash function requires to convert 

the string array into number array, then searching will perform. 
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(3.) In case, where it requires high iteration to find the starting and last index of 

reduced space, In that case the proposed algorithm will become costly due to 

more no. of statistical operation. 

 
7.0 CONCLUSION: 

 

From the all above discussion, we concluded that the proposed algorithm optimize 

the time complexity of searching operation in the sorted list of elements. Due to 

its searching mechanism uses two ways (statistical operation and binary search) to 

find the target element, it performs better than existing searching algorithms 

discussed above in most of the practical cases. Irrespective of nature of 

distribution of elements in the list, it takes very minimal iteration requirement to 

search the elements compared to existing searching algorithms. The time 

complexity of proposed algorithm, mathematically represented by (k+log (l)) 

already mentioned, in avg.case it tends to log (log (n)). So, in real-world we can 

use this algorithm for better performance in searching operation, wherever 

searching performed in sorted list, irrespective of nature of elements in the list. 
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